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Senior* expeeting to graduate
isauary 25 should come to the
gerlatrar’s Office, Adm102, win does 9 or 11, arid address a diploma envelope. The en%eliqw
wilt he mailed, %%lth a diploma
entitosed, about three wieeks tter
graduation. The ens elopes will
be pro%ided at the windo%%.
/lel SO

Today’s hook talk by Dr.
James E. Blackwell has been
canceled. However, this Friday
Dr. Walter E. HugIns 14111 re%if-%% -The Liberal Tradition in
Amerlea" by Louis Hartz. originall planned tor toot %%eek, in
cafeteria root’, A and IS at if :SO.
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’Nothing To Sa

Bunche Leaves Early
To Avoid Katanga Chief
By PETER LYNCH
Katanga,
ELISABETHVILLE,
The Congo (UPI) -- Katanga President Moise Tshombe returned to
Elisabethville yesterday. Unit ed
Nations Undersecrtary Ralph
Bunche left town ahead of time to
avoid seeing him.
Tshombe flew from his headquarters at Kolwezi to the airstrip at
Kipushi and then drove to his cap.
ital. A communique issued by Katangese officials said he was returning here to contact U.N. officials, presumably incleding
Bunche,
But Bunche, apparently to avoid

Six Go to Fresno
For ICC Confab
Six representatives from SJS
will travel to Fresno, Saturday
morning to participate In discussions dealing with the People to
People Program begun in 1956 by
President Eisenhower.
Nani Rao, chairman of the Intercultural Steering Committee;
George Yamamoto, a member of an
’CSC subcommittee; Jay Thorwahlson. ASH information officer;
Dick Rnmm of the SJS activities
office staff, and two other pergola; to be chosen today will make
the trip. According to Romm, attendance at the conference will
he mainly to get information
which might be helpful for similar
pmgrams at SJS.

Frosh To Publish
Class Newspaper
Spring Semester

the embarrassment of telling
Tshombe he did not want to see
him, speeded up his departure by
several hours and left early for the
central government capital of Leopoldville.
When he arrived here Sunday,
Bunche said "we have nothing to
discuss with Tshombe," and repeated that view again Monday.
WILL BE SMASHED’
In an interview published today
in the Brussels newspaper La Libre
Belgique, Tshombe accused the
United States of wanting Katanga’s
copper. "The Americans will take
the place of the Belgians here,"
Tshombe said. He also said he
knows "Katanga will be smashed
but he intends to oppose the United
Nations and the national Congolese
army "until death."
The Union Miniere Mining Comparty, which exploits Katanga’s rich
copper and cobalt resources, issued
a statement in New York saying
that it had learned Katangese
gendarmes were placing explosive
charges at the dams and power
stations in Kolwezi.
The statement said destruction
of the dams and power stations
would cut off three-quarters of the
hydroelectric power of Katanga
and would be "fatal to the ecotannic life of Katanga and the
Congo."
BEATEN FOE
U.N. officials here made it plain
that Tshombe was acceptable only
as a beaten foe ready to negotiate.
According to well-informed diplomatte and U.N. sources, the best!
Tshombe can hope to salvage from
the political wreckage of Katanga
is the provincial presidency ccf
south Katanga under the direct i on
of Premier Cyrille Adoula’s central
Congolese government.
Diplomatic sources at U.N. Headquarters in New York said Secretary General Thant has put
Tshombe on notice that U.N. aut horities will not deal with him
inleas he publicly proclaims his
z illegiance to the central eovcom-

went. Bunches departure from
Elisabethville before Tshombe’s return was reported to reflect the
U.N. decision not to talk to
Tshombe before he complies with
Thant’s demand.
Earlier, it had appeared that top
officials of the Katanga regime
were sending their families away in
preparation either to fight or flee.

Stanford Professor
To Report on Trip
In Final Lecture
Dr. Konrad B. Krauskopf, a
Stanford geochemist who visited
with Soviet scientists for three
weeks in Russia, will report on
his conversations and experiences
behind the Iron Curtain tomorrow
night at 8 in E132.
The lecture, "Talks with Soviet
Scientists," is being sponsored
jointly by the College Lecture
Committee and Sigma Xi, national
professional science fraternity.
Dr. Krauskopf is a Professor of
Geochemistry at the School of
Earth Sciences at Stanford and
travels extensively doing studies
in geology.
In 1961, he traveled to Russia
under an exchange program and
visited with scientists for three
weeks in four Russian ci ties
Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev, and
Tashkent.
Tomorrow night’s lecture is the
final presentation of this seines torts lecture series, The speech is
open to all interested persons.

SJS Chosen ’Demos Back
Institute Site Continued
For Language Rules Control
San Jose State has recently been
awarded a National Defense Education Grant, amounting to approximately $70,000, in the field of
foreign language. This summer the
college will be the site of NDEA
foreign language institute for
teachers of Spanish in grades six,
seven, eight, and nine.
Dr. Joseph R. Scott, SJS associate professor of foreign language,
will head the institute.
PUSH FROM RUSSIA
When educators decided that the
U.S. lagged behind the Russians
in science, math, and foreign language, certain funds were set aside
by the government for institutes
(both summer and year) to retrain
teachers in these areas.
Forty-two teachers will attend
the institute, which will be held
from June 16 to August 9. The participants will come, for the most
part, from California, Nevada. and
Hawaii.
Objective of the eight-week session, according to Dr. Scott, is to
improve the participant’s understanding, speaking, reading, and
writing of Spanish, to demonstrate
modern methods and lab techniques, and to familiarize those
attending with the application of
linguistics those attending with
the application of linguistics to
foreign language instruction in elementary schools.
SPEAK ’ESPANOL’S’
Dr. Scott, who recently returned
from a briefing session for all new
institute directors held in Washington, D.C., added that, "There
is a great. need for Spanish teachers in California, as a result of the
passage of a bill last year requiring that a foreign language be
taught in grades 6, 7, and 8, be’_anning in 1965.

bortion Laws
Aired Tonight
t Allen Hall

world wire

Moratorium

Council Decides
Revelries Future

WASHINGTON (UPI, -- House
Democrats yesterday overwhelmStudent Council and Revelries siser, said, "We understood the
ingly threw their support behind apparently resolved a minor feud funds made were ours, not the
President Kennedy’s drive for con- yesterday when a special Student ASB’s, so we went ahead with
tinued administration control of Council committee gave Revelries the plans assuming the funds
the powerful House Rules Com- the green light for future shows, to would be available to us."
mittee in the new 88th Congress. be produced as a campus organiza"I personally don’t see any probThe action came at a closed - tion rather than an actual ASH lems in getting the funds from
door party caucus at which Speak- board.
Student Council." Briggs stated.
er John W. McCormack sought to
The committee, composed of the He added that it would probably
nail down the administration vic- members of the Constitution and come before council today.
tory he had predicted at today’s By-Laws Committee and other inDorst advised the council, "We
opening session of the 88th Con- terested council members also in- feel if this can happen to us, it can
greas.
dicated that funds made on pi evi- happen to others." But Briggs anHouse Republican leaders ar- ous Revelries shows, frozen by swered, "We feel we’ve learned
ranged a separate caucus later to- i earlier council action, would he from this mistake and we hope
day in hopes of lining up near- made available to the organiza- to pass on what we:, 4’ lea: nett to
solid GOP opposition to the ad -1 tion.
future councils."
ministration in the crucial rules
A lack of communication
fight.
tween the ASH and Revelries r
Actually, defections were ex- dently was the source of the or,
pected on both sides, and all in- inal action, when Student Cow,
dications pointed to an opening repealed the by-law providing t
day triumph for Kennedy.
Revelries being done as an
The outcome could have an in- organization.
portant effect on forthcoming conMembers of the show’s plane,:
gressional battles over such con- committee present at yesterdt,
troversial New Frontier programs hearing said they %vete not aura,.
as medicare, federal aid to educa- that the by-law was in the process,
tion, and urban affairs.
of being repealed and were conBob Pacini and Tom Kennedy,
Technically,
the issue was sequently unable to give their opin- present Spartan Daily fine arts
whether the Rules Committee will ions on the problem.
and feature editors, respectively,
be continued at 15 members, with
Cathi Purcell, four-year student will appear before the Student
House leaders generally holding member of Revelries, told the com- Council today in hopes of being
control, or returned to its former mittee, "The problem isn’t that we , chosen Daily editor for the spring
12-man status.
should remain an ASH committee, semester. The meeting begins at
A defeat for Kennedy would hut that we should he a recognized 2:30 p.m. in the College Union.
mean domination of the committee campus organization. We felt we
The final appointment will be
of a conservative coalition. The had been dropped by the ASE."
made by ASH President Bill
committee controls the flow of
Pete Briggs. graduate represen- Hauck, with the confirmation of
legislation from other committees tative to council and chairman of the council. Pacini received the
to the House !loot...Kennedy has the committee, saki, "I don’t see vote of confidence from the Sparsaid if the old 12-man membership why it can’t be done this way."
tan Daily staff. 17-9. last week.
is restored, remaining key feaWhen Revelries was originally However. the two past Spartan
tures of his new frontier legisla- repealed, funds made by earlier !Daily editors, Carolyn Perkin and
tive program will be "Through." shows which were to be used for Lester On, have been selected by
Although confident of victory, this year’s program were automat- the ASH president and council
[louse Democratic leaders feared ically frozen.
over the staff’s preference.
they had paid a high prier to
Kenneth R. Dorst, assistant proOther business to be discussed
it.
win
fessor of drama and Revelries ad - by the council, at this, the last
meeting of the semester, will be
the confirmation of the ASH president’s appointment of two new
ASH justices for one-year terms.
hearing of the Constitution and
Ily-Laws Committee’s l’eport on
the status of Revelries, discussion
and possible passage of the $7000
Awards Board budget for the
1962-6: year as advised by the
Financial Advisory Board, and dismission of two proposed ASH Conit tit ion
changes dealing with
elerition

Daily Editor
Choice Slated
For Council

FOUR CANDIDATES BATTLE FOR YR COUNTY POST

The Freshman Class announced’
jesterday to begin publirac,f a PlatiS newspaper, with
ice first issue scheduled for the
second week of the spring semester, according to Fred Best, chairman in charge of the project.
The paper is to contain a student forum, class sports, a calendar
upeomme even t a anti humor.
Ilest soul he plans to have 2.000
mates of the 5-page paper distributed.
In additio to approving plans
i
for the paper n
at Monday’s meeting.
the Freshman Class also heard a
committee report that will be given
to Student Council asking that
at
OLDEST of the candidates for
COMPETING for the post of
class government not be abolished.
County YR Chairman for 1963,
the post, ultraconservative Jerry
"Abortion: Should The Law Be’
Earliei this year, Class President
these four candidates addressed
Ducote stressed maturity in his
Duane Kime told Spartan Daily, Changed?" is the subject under
the SJS club; the biggest in the
remarks. "I think we’ve all seen
"I don’t think class government discussion tonight at 8 in Allen, county, Monday night. Ron
will fold. It’s here to stay; it has Hall’s recreation room.
a groundswell of conservatism
Birchard, embattled president of
The pros and cons of therapeutic’ the SJS YRs, above, said he
in the Republican Party," he
Stay. It definitely has a place for
those Who want it."
abortions, technically illegal tinder would like to see a county-wide
said. "To help this movement in
the county, a more mature perCalifornia law, will be explained annual function for the organison is needed." Ducote is supthrough 10-minute speeches by a zation, more emphasis given to
ported by several executive
doctor and an attorney. Each will teen-age YRs, and a college
board members of the SJS club.
then argue her point of view in a coordinating committee,
question and answer period.
Dr. Nancy McCall, from the San
Solt moon rising over the Pa- Jose Hospital, will point out the
cific, lilting guitar
mu.sic blending possible changes in the existing
with the throbbing
SAN MATE() STATE!
rhythm of surf laws. Miss Marilyn Pestarino, a San
SACRAMENTO (UP11.- -Assemblyman Carl A. Britschgi, (R at sand, bronzed
bodies slowly un- Jose attorney, will speak in oppo- Redwood City), yesterday introduced a bill that would establish a
dulating in tune with
the music sition to changing the laws.
state college in the southern half of San Mateo County.
that’, an evening at Waikiki.
John Simas. &IS graduate stii
Britschgi said that he introduced his measure in anticipation of
And that. in turn, is the theme dent, will art as chairman of the
Possible approval of the nem" school by the Coordinating Council for
6f tonight’s co-Ree. Those
in evening’s program. The speakers Higher Education, a state group that plans for the colleges and
chhree nf the
Clara ’university.
imaginary flight can’t are provided by the Santa
Commit tee
guarantee the sand
VON BRAUN PREDICTS U.S. FIRST TO MOON
and surf but chapter of the Citizens
lathing else will be on tap to - for Humane Abortion Laws.
BERLIN S EP! u -.Wernher von Brann, head of the Amenean
11101
tic.Women’s GYIll Some
The resieram is open to both stu- space research program, predicted yesterday the United States will
little
heat. the Russians to the moon and hack.
7 I to 9:45 p.m.
dents and the general public.
"I am convinced personally that the Russians will not sneers-NI in
Special events planned
for this
making is manned space flight to the moon and back before the
week’s Co-ftee
include a "limbo"
Americans," he told newsmen. "The Russians now could send a man
contest and an
exhibition by Sharon
to the moon but that, would he a one-way trip."
liartin’a Aloha
Nani Dancers.
No co -curricular activities should
SERGEANT SIGNS COMMIE PROPAGANDA
All of the regular
weekly events be scheduled for Monday, Tuesday
SAIGON. Viet Nam IBM -A U.S. Army sergeant admitted yesquilt’sgames, ping ;song, volley
to
orior
immediately
terday signing anti11.S. propaganda domiments while a prisoner of
or Wednesday
hii ana the
ethers --- will be avail- final examinat inns. the Student Ac- Communist guerrillas and said his Captors WPM much nicer to him
able also
afterwards.
tivities Board has annocineerl
Musie will he 11VP,
The Army snit! Sgt. IC Roque S. Matagulay. 31, "will not be
although the
Classes will not be scheduled on
land hasn’t been named
Wednesday, the day hefore finals. courtmartialed or face any other kind of disciplinary action."
as yet.

’Aloha’ Co-Rec-Tonight at Gym

No 60

IFC Sets Plans
For Friday Dance
A MEMBER of the Foothill College Young Republicans, Bill
Best committed himself to the
philosophy and
conservative
said: "I don’t see much difference between Nelson Rockefeller and John Kennedy." Best
said that he felt "the big job"
of the county chairman is to
"work for a man we can be interested in and get behind in
1964."

’Threepenny Opera’
To Close Series

ADVOCATING "practical politics," Bill Madden stressed following the leadership of the
Republican Party. "The only
way to get more conservative
action out of Washington,
D.C.," Madden emphasized, "is
to
send
more
Republicans
there," It is important to realize, he said, that "principles are
okay, but we must be a little
practical, too."

The Intertraternity Council ha.
CirelPf1 Friday evenine as the
for their annual WC dance _
for fraternity men and their ,I.,itis
The dance will be held at the Elks
Club on Alma Rd.. from 9 to 1
it.m.
Speeial attraction of the evening
volt be the presentation of fraternity di earn girls by house presi,lents.
Barry Richardson and the Pmi_recsions. it ’arilpile riallPP band,
WIII be the featured musicians,
with Mike O’Kane, Theta Chi, presiding over the dance.

Political Role of Social Groups
Panel’s Subject Tomorrow

’inc of the top films ever
Fraternity or Independent
in movie history closes the eta -’,’hat role does each and should
Acconline to Miller, the panel
will allt be a debate hut a discusfilm series for this semester "Thc oath play in campus politics"
This is the question to be dis- , sion to present different points of
"fit reepenny Opera" in German with
imsseel by a nine-member panel view an the "rivalry" between
English titles is featured in a tomorrow
afternoon at 3.30 in Greeks and Independents in campus politics.
double shoe. mg today at 3 39 p.m Studio Theater
The panel is part of a speerhi Miller said the panel is the
1 in 5 otwert Hall and at 7 (liii in
activities class tinder the direction speech class maim’ campus activity
Morris Dailey Auditorium
Tagged a social satire, the 111111 of Howard Miller, assistant no-t- for the semester. Earlier the class,
las its community project, spoke to
is set in London during the final remor of speech
.rious groups on Proposition IA.
Four representatives from frayears of the 19th Century and
Following the dismission. there
conjures a world of thieves, beggars ternities and four independent representatives will serve on thepan- ivd1 he a riiiist ion and answer sett and prostitutes.
el,
with
ASP
President
lull Hawk ’’in oat
...
idienee
(lassie film series will he re-1
set’s itog as moderator.
oould he a ertod
oened nest SPIllt,trr under the
1St Ivo panel members incit ole tune
eonfused about
Hirection of David l Cram, en Gene Hew art, Rob Theiss. Dimity
:..inernitient. to elect!’ up
I ordinator, Audio-Visual Service 1Dale. Mike Moretti,
Ben 13yeel. ’any misconeept ions they may have.
Center,
Ross McGowan, Tom Volz and Dee
The presentation is open to all.
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Britain’s Common Market Entry
Seen as Inevitable, Not Imminent
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the third M
fisapart series on the European
Common Market, its problems and
future.
By DIANE JUDGE
If Britain joins the Common
Market it would mean that the
European Economic Community
would Mist. more weight and
influence in world trade than
the United States. The Common
Market would then have more
financial pow er and a larger
producing popula t ion.
But this is a big ’if," because
Britain will only join on two
cor di t ions.
One is that other members of
the ..Outer Seven" ( Sweden,
Norway, Denmar k, Austria.
Switzerland and Portugal I would
be permitted to join the Market
as full or associate members.
The other more complex condition is that the traditional
trading benefits of the Commonwealth members be continued.
Britain insists on a long term
transit isma I period in which
preferential treatment to Commonwealth countries be reduced
by easy stages.
COMPROMISE
Market members are willing
this last conto compromise
tariffs on
dition and f .N -

On
-k.

products that the member countries don’t make or grow, such
as tea. But no agreement has
been reached on competitive
items, such as agricultural products.
Britain’s entry into the market would mean eventual slashing of Commonwealth imports.
Members of the empire have
been worried ever since Britain
announced her intention to join
in 1:061.
Last September COMM() D.
wealth leaders met fur 10 days
to review Britain’s bid fur membership. After heated debate,
they finally endorsed the Common Market’s aims. They know
that there can really be no alternative for Britain.
Britain’s entry is necessary
for her economy. Her relations
with the Commonwealth have
been changing. It is no longer
a matter of exchanging raw materials for manufactured goods.
The old dominions have industrialized and are seeking export
markets for manufactured goods
that compete with British manufacturing.
Exclusion from Europe would
mean certain economic decline
for Britain, whose exports to
the Commonwealth are dwin-

with
latc %awl

dling as its sales to the Common
Market members increase..
PARTY ALIGNMENT
Although Britain has announced her intention of joining,
the English people are not united
behind this move. Prime Minister Macmillan anti most ul the
Conservathe party are supporting the plan. But the Socialists
and the Labor party are sery
much opposed.
To complicate matters. within
these parties members are crossing party lines and forming alliances with the opposition.
Macmillan plans an open debate in Parliament early this
spring to settle the matter.
MARKET REACTION
Neither is there complete
agreement within the six member nations as to the desirability
of Britain as a member. President De Gaulle and Chancellor
Adenauer do not want Britain
in Europe at all. But Belgium,
Holland and possibly Italy
threaten to leave unless Britain
joins.
Unlike some politicians within the six, the European business
community is almost unanitnously in favor of Britain’s prompt
admittance.
It seems quite certain that
Britain will enter the Common
Market, but the question is when
and on what conditions.

(Author of "1 Was a Teen-age Dwarf," "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis," etc.)

1.1
Crest ripe *hop

A GUIDE FOR THE UNMONEYED
R. T.. Sigafoos was a keen, ambitious lad, and when he finished
high school he wished mightily to go on with his education. It
seemed, however, a forlorn hope. R. L.’s father could not send
the boy to college because a series of crop failures had brought
him to the brink of disaster. (R. L.’s father raised orchids which,
in North Dakota, is a form of apiculture fraught with risk.)
It was, therefore, squarely up to R. L. He could go to college
only if he worked his way through. This was a prospect that
dismayed him. He had a deep-seated fear that the task would
be too great, that he would never be able to carry on a full, busy
college life and still find time to do odd jobs and make money.
Racked with misgivings, R. L. paced the streets, pondering
his dilemma. One day, walking and -brooding, he eame upou a
park bench and sat down and lit a Marlboro cigarette. R. L.
always lit a Marlboro when he Was low in his mind. R. L. also
always lit a Marlboro when he was merry. The fact is there is
no occasionhappy or sad, pensive or exuberant, cheery or
solemnwhen Marlboro with its fine filter and fine flavor is
not entirely welcome, as you will discover when you go to your
favorite tobacconist and buy some, as wethe makers of
Marll.oro and I and R. L. Sigafoos hope you will do real soon.
Sitting and thinking and smoking a Marlboro on the park
bench, H. I.. was suddenly interrupted by a small, quavering
voice which said, "My boy, you are troubled, Can I help?"

47

North

First Street

Enjoy smoking
Smoke a pipe!
And while you are shopping, fry
one of our select blends of fine
imported or domestic tobacco. Just
right for the discriminating pipe
smoker.

DSP Fire Victims
Thank Helping Hands
I dimr:
S. %sould like to take this
sp,s, lis speak on Windt ot the
menthe’s ot Delhi Sigma Phi
and extend our appreciation and
gratitude to the many people
who offered their help following
the fire in our main haternity
house.
We would like especially to
thank the many other fraternities for offering to house and
teed many of the members. Fort unately
mails of the melt
lived in the area, so there wasn’t
too much ot a housing problem,
but just knowing that there were
places available was a big relief.
We also would like to thank
Dean Benz, the Housing Officer,
and the Altunni Office for Beiing their assistance and Goodwill
Industries for offering to donate
whatever furnishings we might
need.
In today’s commercialized society, many of us lose our faith
in those around us, but after last
week our membership has gratefully learned that man’s charity
has not disappeared, but is there
when needed.
Delta sigma Phi

Senator’s Committee
’Right’ in Radio Probe
Edit I kr :
Any Californian who believes
that free expression is an ideal
worth preserving should encourage his congressional committees to investigate the spread
of subversive beliefs and activities. Anyone arguing that free
expression is best preserved by
ignoring COMITIIIIIISt subversion
must do so himself by ignoring
conditions inside the numerous
countries which have been taken
over by Communist gums or subersiori
Senator Eastland’s subcommittee is fully justified in investigating radio station KPFA
in Berkeley and should make
public its findings regarding the
affiliations of the station personnel and its major sponsors
and the nature of its programming. During the dozen or so
V V

CLOSED THURSDAY
(FOR A PRIVATE PARTY)

OPEN TONIGHT, FRI. & SAT.
COMiNG: THE AWFUL
AWFUL PIZZA
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I Ole g krizi lessorthebzoivinti
Seated beside R. L. was a tiny, gnarled man with wispy,
atiow-whits hair. His skin was almost transparent, showing a
delicate tracery of fragile bones beneath. His back was bent,
and his hands trembled. But his eyes were bright and clear.
It. L. looked into those eyes, into the wrinkled face. He yaw
wisdom there, and experience, :end kindness. "Do you think,
sir," said R. L., "that a boy can work his way through college
arid still eiijoy a rich, full campus life?"
"Why, bless you, son," replied the stranger with a rheumy
chuckle, "of course you can. In fact, I did it myself?!
"Was it very hard?" asked It. L
"Yes, it was hard," the stranger admitted. "But when one
is young, all things are possible. I, for example, used to get up
at five o’clock every morning to stoke the furnace at the SAE
house. At six I had to milk the ewes :it the school of animal
husbandry. At seven I gave a fencing lesson to the Dean of
Women. At eight I had a class in early Runic poets. At nine I
gave haircuts at the Gamma Phi Beta house. At ten I had differential calculus. At eleven I posed for a life class. At twelve
I watered soup at the Union. At one I had a class in Oriental
languages. At two I exercised the mice in psych lab. At three
I gave the Dean of Women another fencing lesson. At four I
had qualitative analysis. At five I went clamming. At six I cut
meat for the football team. At seven I ushed at the movies. At
eight I had toy ears pierced so that at nine I could tell fortunes
in a gyrs-y tearoom. At ten I had a class in astronomy. At
eleven I tucked in the football team. At twelve I studied and
at three I went to sleep."
"Sir," cried R. L., "I am moved and inspired by your shining example!"
"It was nothing," said the stranger modestly, shaking hie
frail white head. "It was just hard work, and hard work never
hurt anybody."
"Vliiuld you mind telling tliP, sir," said R. L, "how old you
are now?"
lea she SOW.,
!:Twenty-two," said the stranger.
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Thrust and Parry

times I’ve tuned in the 1?.erkeley
station there was certainly more
militant pro-communist propaganda presented than during the
dozen or so times I sampled Radio MOSCOW’S broadcasts to the
North American continent. However, this sample is too small
to warrant any conclusions, so
let the congressional committee
investigate and publish its findings.
lst
Lambert
5511

1%191

Two Principles Seen
InRadiolnvestigation
Editor :
is111. in that there are two
principles we must keep in mind
when considering the right of the
Senate to investigate radio
communications.
The first principle is the right
to freedom of speech contained
in the U.S. Constitution. The
right of freedom of speech directly entails the Ireeduin of radio
stations to air what they please.
There is, however, another
principle involved, the duty of
the government to provide for
the general welfare. This principle. I believe, gives the government a two-fold responsibility.
It gives, first, the government
the responsibility of subduing
those who would violently destroy the society. Second, however, it gives the government
the responsibility to provide for
the freedom of speech, along
with the other human freedoms
in the constitution.
I therefore, feel that while the
government is obligated to defend society against the violence
of free mentally sick, it must also preserve the right of the
speech with equal vigor which in
this case I feel is to maintain
the right of KPFA-FM to broadcast what in its judgment is fitting and proper.
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When you see this sign there’s
lust one thing to doturn around
and take a new route. If you’ve
reached a dead end in planning
your career, maybe you should
do the same.
A few minutes spent with the
head of our campus unit will
bring to light the many adyan
tages of scarcer in life utsurance
sates. Take the time now to look
into the possibilities.

- .- - -.-gEF-

$199 and up

Your Master
JEWELER

.
_--,
,

72 S. FIRST ST.
Westgate Shopping Center

You don’t have to be a rich man’s non or daughter to enjoy
Marlboro cigarettes, available in soft -pack OF Alp -top box
at your favorite tobacco counter.
,

FREE PARKING Second
............e...

CY 7-0920
ES 9-3051
Street Entrance
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ACCESSORIES
$8.50 Rental Fee

THE PHILOSOPHY OF

OUR NEW STORE IS NOW
OPEN AT 380 S. 1st ST

AYN RAND
CONTACT PHIL HOFFMAN
241 W Maude, Sunnyvale
Phone) 245-4297

Ida’s Tuxedo

Rental

CT 2 9102
I.

_

No. 4th
CY 7-5707

San Jos

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Life Insurance Company
of Philadelphia
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COLLEGE OUTLINE SERIES
presents the essentials of entire courses in
capsule form.

Perfect for learning and reviewing ... truly the
"Student’s Private Tutor,

Get An Outline for Each One of Your Subjects,
("Before Finals")

Spartan Bookstore
"Right On Car-npu,"
mwiet

94defrtS/100 (WTI
Y 7TOW N E C3060
1433

’The

Alameda

-DIVORCE ITALIAN STYLE"
with Marcell Mastroianni . . best
actor
award
Italian
Critics Film
Festit,al

SARATOGA 1277,
14502 Big Basin Way
The original uncut Italian cc’’ on of

BOCCACCIO
70

CY4-5544
396 South First

Tuesday Only!

"ROSE MARIE"
Ann Blyth
and
Howard Keel

(formerly Mayfair/
1191 E. Santa Clara St.
Phone: CY 3-8405

TROPICAIRE

EXCLUSIVE SAN JOSE SHOWING
That "Newer -on -Sunday-girl" ..
Melina Mercouri in
PHAEDRA
with Tony Perkins
hoar.ous cohit Torre Themes in
"TOO MANY CROOKS"

FANCY PANTS
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WHAT EVER HAPPENED
TO BABY JANE/
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Joon Crawford

Take a study break -Go to a movie
tonight!
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Student Relates
Iraqi School Life
Editor:
The student life in my country,
Iraq, is divided into several
parts.
The first part is in the primary school. At this time, the
student’s academic life is determined by the school. The school
takes the student to visit other
schools or small villages around
the city or town. Some of the
teachers explain their subjects
by showing the students things
in the places they visit; for example, factories or office buildings.
Some teachers take the students to small farms and show
them how to plant things and
raise farm animals. They also

ETIU
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Tuesday. January IS, 7.7:30
Cali CH 11-7571
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E. Lincoln Browning
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geography and archeolovy.
I find that student lit.. ,n the
U.S.A. is easier than Iraq, as
cause the student has more to,.
slum in tinsmiths; his
academic lite.
Amer Al-Kliay at
ASK A21k3

learn how to like flowers and
how to keep a beautiful garden.
Also, the teachers take them
to see sports and games and
sometimes to camp or inns,’ a
parade, with the children in the
streets playing horns, beating
111111109 and rarrying flags. At the
end of the year, all the schools
join together for a big show,
with dancing, theater, spurts.
The second part of the student’s Me is, as in America,
high school. At this time the
student is able to have more
fieedom than in the primary
school. The. student chooses his
OWII social lite with the help of
an adviser, but the school still
deterinines mis eluss schedule.
The third part is college.. At
that time the student can choose
his own social life, but he is
still under the authority of the
college which recommends his
vocation.
In my country, Iraq, students
often travel to other countries,
but this travel is less for fun
than for study and research in

Ptj

!Mona Lisa Unveiled
IWASHINGTON (UPI) -- Still
striding, the Mona Lisa went on
display last night in a country
that was more interested in
,Lrl OA heads than it it vi lieu Leok da Vinci painted the enigmatic lady.
But it is doubtful she is dis-

tinted by her American debut.
The Florentine matron has an
adyenturons history behind hetTtp-re were Delaware Indians
living along the hanks of the
Potomac /flyer when its Vinci
painted the portrait sometime
during the period of 150.3-06.
About a million of the new Inhabitants of the Potomac area
and other sections of the United
States are expected to visit her
during her stay at the National
Gallery here.
Guests at the welcoming ceremonies included President and
Mrs. Kennedy and French Ambassador and Mac’. Nerve Alphand. The portrait will be
placed on public exhibition tonagrow for the first time in the
United States
-

Speaker To Offer
Ilustrated Look
At Modern Art

oii .11.,stratist ’,oboe lecture
on modern art will be given by
Kathleen Cohen Saturday morning at 9 in the auditorium of the
Art Building, A133.
The talk is sponsored by the
_Pacific. Arts Association as its
first public offering of the new
’All new 1963 cars at
year.
I wholesale prices
Mrs. fohen’s talk, "Let’s Look
re.1
low
dlicouift.
et
Ca,
A wed
at Modern Art," will trace the
various patterns of thought in
call 368-4259
modern painting, intellectual,
emotional, sensual and imaginative.
The speaker is especially interested iii the state or modern
art and its eonnection with the
OWNED AND
art form, of the Middle Ages,
OPERATED
particularly those influenced by
:twice lypt a t tanking.
4/41:11%11%
APPROVED
In her analysis, Mrs. Cohen
will use Jungian psychiatric, act
philosophical backgrounds.
Mrs. Cohen did undergraduate
work at Stanford University and
for WOMEN
received her master’s degree
Extra Large Rooms
from the University of CaliScustom barber
fornia in 1956.
Full Size Beds
Your hair cut EXACTLY
She has studied a year at the
Individual Closets
the way you want If cut
Edinbmotigh Art College and
Ivy League
Crioersity and at the I:cole de
All Electric Kitchens
" Crew Cut
Louvre 1957-58.
Regular
She has done research in the
NOW RENTING for 414111
Early Christian section at the
14141
atio specializing In
women’s haircuts
SPRING SEMESTER
Louvre Museion in Paris.
* NEW LOCATION *
She is currently working on
ts
571 E. Santa Clara
141141141 her doctorate in art history at
lot 12th)
the University of California.
(Closed Monday)
Mrs. Cohen’s talk will last
643 S. 8th St. CY 4-4749
until noon. A $1 registration fee
11110. NeNkyNb\ I
must be paid at the entrance
to the Art Building by all those
attending.
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APARTMENTS
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Crestwood Manor

M.A. Production
’The Critic’ Set
For 8:15 Opening

PRICE
OF

SALE
N’S
MEN’S TRADITIONAL SHOP
GIRLS TRADITIONAL SHOP
121 S. 4th St.

Story & King
Roads

The
College
Casual

An 8:15 curtain tonight at the
Studio Theater will set the stage
for Richard Sheridan’s, "The
Critic," an assault against the
sentimentalism and heroic drama
that dominated the English theaters of the 18th Century.
First produced in 1799, the
play is in reality the production
part of a master’s thesis. Degree
candidate Bennie Shelton, who is
also part-time teaching assistant
employed by the college, designed
the scenery and is the play’s
director.
Cast in the play are drama
and non -drama majors. Taking
the role of Dangle is Bob Bigelow. Mr. Sneer is played by Dick
Overmyer. Leo Namba will be
Puff and Jim Tellefson is Whiskerargins.
Female members of the cast
include Elizabeth Travis who
plays Mrs. Dangle. Tilburina is
portrayed by Gretchen Greene
and Tamela Guillian plays the
confidante.
Handling costumes is Sharon
Wright, under the direction of
Miss Berneice Prisk, associate
professor of drama.
Admission to the play is 50
cents with a student body card.
In the play, Sheridan is poking
fun at a number of stage affectations. He spools outmoded
language and ludicrous attitudes, desperate stage business
and the costume play itself.
Lighting for the play is under
the direction of student Arthur
Conn,

APAJAT.V4 DAILI-71
Wednesday. Jan 0, 145’1

Workshop To Stage
’Barber,’ ’Hoffmann’
112, BOB PACINI
Opera in the round, one of
the newest concepts in staging
and presenting works for the
lyric theater, will be offered by
the SJS Opera Workshop when
It presents two major opera offerings tomorrow through Saturday in Concert Hall at 8:15 pro.
Under the direction of Edwin
C. Dunning, assistant professor
of music, the workshop will pry-sent the delightful second act of
ROSSini’S comie masterneve "The
Barbet’ of Sey i lie, ’ and the somber fourth
’The Tales ig Hoffmann
The PPIforrnanve will open
with the Offenbach work, the
composer’s only serious opera.
Offenbach’s opera, almost an
opera fantasy, concerns the central figure, Hoffman, and his
search for love. The opera is in
three acts, a prologue and an
epilogue.
ROMANCE
Eitel’ act of the opera deals
with Hoffmann’s latest romance,
and each romance is ruined when
the satanic character Dr. Miracle intervenes and destroys
Hoffmann’s chances for happiness.
Though listed on the program
as "Art IV," the workshop pmduction is actually the opera’s
third act.
Hoffmann’s love here is Antonia, a young singer who is
forbidden to sing by her father
because he is afraid It will prove
fatal to her as it did to her
mother.
When Hoffmann arrives, however, he begs her to sing for
him. Miracle appears and diabolically encourages her to sing,
also.
He conjures up the image of
Antonia’s dead mother who also
implores her to sing. In a frenzied trio they arouse to sing so
passionately that she falls life-

less just as Hoffman would claim
her as his bride.
Miracle has won again.
TITLE ROLE
The title role will be sung by
Howard Budwin, with Fred Scott
as Dr. Miracle. Antonia will be
sung alternately by Sharon Gilbert and Maureen Schino.
Others in the east include
Milton Longway as Crested, Joseph Lotion as Fr: 1117 arid f ’Oahe
Genet, (harken Row and Donna
Lauer as the ’voice" of Antonia’s
mother.
This second half of the proMall will LiP devoted to Ael 11
ot ’The Barber," one of the germs
of comic opera literat
Rossini had a gift for rapid
composition. When one ot 1,, contempormies heard that he
had composed "The Barber," in
tIi.’ short space of only twe
weeks, the contemporary humorously remarked, "Why not. hi
yii lazy."
’he creaThe Bartx-r Figarlogiotion of the French g
marchais Figaro h.
central CharaCtCr In are: ’dal. operatic masterpiece, Moaart’s
"Marriage of Figaro."
SECOND ACT
The presentation of the second
act of the opera will be introduced by Fig/iris overly familiar
aria from Act I, "Largo al Factotum." (jack of all trades,.
The scene opens with Rosina’s
famous aria in which she vows to
trap a young student named Lindoro, who is really tti,’ ii re t
Ahreasiv in disguise
Next the duet be,
rind Itnsina will be sung in which
they plan to catch the count and
(nitwit RosinaS pompous, aging
guardian Dr. Bartok).
The act ends in merry confusion. mistaken identities and a
happy ending for everyone except poor Bartolo.
Robert Cunningham will sing
Figaro. William Erit low will sing

Centralized

the role of Dr. Bartolo, with Sue
Hinshaw and Ann JAmpn taking
the part of Rowans
Hudson will sing Alrnaviva and
MRS Row, NUM Lauer and Miss
Geller will sing the part of the
housekeeper Bertha.
Piano accompanists for the
presentation will be ZOP Borresen
and Patty Christa.
Tickets are currently on sale
at the Concert Hall Box ()Wee.
Prices are 50 cents for students
and $1.50 for general admission
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Eve
Horn
Blow;ng
Is Past . .

Suety -eight per cent cif the
United States pr,pulation 11Vm-;
within 500 irides ot Kentucky’s
borders
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PAINTING
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ONE -DAY SERVICE
INFRA RED OVEN Bk1E1
ENAMEL

SPRAY-CRAFT

But We
Hare
Costumes
for other occasions coming up

AUTO PAINTINC
500 S 1ST, SAN JOSE

CY2-3241

GOODWILL AUXILIARY
COSTUME SHOP
44 N Me.ke#
CY 7 460,9

Announcing

NEW WORLD BOOKS
a new series of paperbacks
giving the Marxist view
WHAT IS PHILOSOPHY?
H.-3vaa-.J
THE EDUCATION OF JOHN REED
USA & USSR: THE ECONOMIC RACE
MARK TWAIN: SOCIAL CRITIC
SIGMUND FREUD. A PAVLOVIAN CRIT )CE
SOCIALISM AND THE INDIVIDUAL
DARE WE BE FREE?

priced (from $1.00 to $1.8S
New World Books
381 Park Ave. South
New York 16. N.Y.

Now available in San Jose
at STATE BOOK STORE
124 E. Santo Clara St.
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Shifts to a jumper
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Roles Orchid, Superb 11
jewel movement is protected from harmful moisture.
Powder and scent by the
180 yellaw gold Orchid
case. With ION gold Ink
bracelet $320 d.til
0151,, lathes’ Rol. Irnm tilt

eiutme account invited

11"
o

307 Town & Country Village
Opt, M.,’
Thu’.;, Fr. tit 9 IC)

ONLY

25c

A POUND

SCHEDULES
FREE
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Spartan Bookstore’
Now In
FINAL EXAMINATION

91 South fine Se.
Ones Mn,, C.7 Thurs ’tit

.
royal, beige or black
Same terrific styling
Sites 5 to IS
r)rn.

0n111051 Oyster Perpetual
(waterproof* self -winding)
Magnified date changes au.
turnatically at midmost. In
steel and gold combination
(as shovel $330.00, with
strap, S250.00 (Ilt)
Other Men’s Poles front 1750
tenen ease, croon
end crystal are intactt

up

CV 2-3710

700 So. Find St.
Gretchen Greene who plays
tilburnia and James Tellefson
who plays whiskerandos rehearse
a scene from -The Critic- to
be presented this evening in
Studio Theater,

15cand

"Right On Campus"

Son of Former Coaching Great In(
’ Stars on Freshman Cage Team Si;
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Banner Year Foreseen
For SJS Distancemen
EDITOR S NOTE: This is
e series of two articles
look of the coming track
nst article will corsir th
and this sprints.

the first in year the Slim tans have one of the
on the out. , best balanced teams they have had
season. The
field events ’ in recent years. While the distance
ellIS will be the forts of the
squad they can’t he overlooked in
By JOHN HENIAV
1963 eoUld be the big year for the field events either.
San Jose State track fans. This
Alter the Spartans won the cross
try championships last f a ii.
a1: experts predicted that the
SJS squad could break records
The
from the 880 on up to the 10,000
Best
meters.
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ALMA GOLF COURSE
son Jose’s newest, most modern
9 hole golf course

GOLF

111,11 ,a

Only Lighted Golf
Course in Northern
California
MAO students and faculty
MON. THRU FRI.

MINIATURE GOLF -The- with A.S.B. Card
* 4 -hole golf course
-A patting greens

* miniature golf
* snack bar

ALMA GOLF COURSE
member Spartan Foundation
445 W. Alma St., San Jos*

JUST A REMINDER:
During finals Cal Book
is offering you

50%
of new book price
PLUS an EXTRA

10%

MA V RIVAL OREGON
San Jose may rival Oregon’s
great distance team in all the
events. lien Tucker. the top collegiate half miler last year, will be
in top form, according to coach
Dean Miller. Last year he ran a
1:47.8. This year there is no telling
how fast he can go, Miller said.
In practice last week Tucker
ran 1.000 yards in a time of 2:14.1.
Jerry Siebert, the great half miler,
ran 2:15.7 last year in winning the
Los Angeles Indoor Classic.
Tucker "definitely will go under
four minutes in the mile this year,"
Miller said. Last year he ran a
4:03.6, hut this year cross count IS -has put him in prime condition V,
an all out assault on the fou,
minute harrier.

JEFF FISHBACK
. . distance star
y

Gymnastics Team 5
Season Opener
With Top Squad

FOUR MINUTES
Ron Davis. the big surprise in
SJS’s championship running this
fall, is another miler that will he
down around four minutes. Even
With its hopes resting on two
so. Miller thinks that Davis’ best men, the San Jose State gymnasevent will be the steeplechase tics team starts off its season Friwhere he ran a 9:06 last year. fifth day
against one of the nation’s top
best in the nation.
teams.
Danny Murphy, the top distance
The University of California will
runner at SJS. will probably run
t a formidable
the two mile, three mile, six mile.
which Spartans Mike Lucero and
5,000 meters and 10.000 meters this
Rich Chew will try and upset the
spring. Miller said "I just don’t
Bears to get the SJS gymnasts off
see anyone who is going to beat
to a flying start.
him in these events."
Coach Clair Jennett pins his
Last spring Murphy turned in a team’s chances on the efforts of
9:05, two-mile, this year Miller is Lucer oand Chew. He calls Lucero
sure that Murphy will he under "good as a side horse man." And
nine minutes, the question is just he rates Chew, who is in his first
how far will he go. Jeff Fishback. j-ear on the varsity, as "the best
a 9:03.2 twremiler, is also ready man of anybody. He will probably
for the nine minute mark, but his score more points than anyone,"
big event will probably be the’ Jennett said.
steeplechase.
Lucero is the only state chamSECOND IN NATION
Fishback took second among collegians in the nation in the steeplechase last year with an 8:53.3
clocking. Over the summer he
worked on his hurdling, the weak
spot of his race, and had greatly
improved. Miller says that "if we
have a national champion at San
Jose I am sure it will be Jeff."
This year in the NCAA a six-mile
race will be added to the list ,a
events. Miller feels that Mulch:
will be the man to beat in the
new event. Although SJS is strong
in the three mile, Miller doesn’t
know who will run it this year.
All the great three milers like
Fishback. Davis, Murphy, Tucker
will be running in other en,ni,.
The load in the three mile will
probably’ fall to Horace Whitehead i ,79,3 two mdc

pion the Spartans had last year.
In addition to these strong hopefuls, there are four returning lettermen. Charles Allen, Art Andrews. Dan Landers and Lynn
Dodson are the veterans who will
compete this year. besides Lucero.
With five lettermen. Jennett believes his team will be able to
improve on its 2-6 mark of last
yeyear.

B,s DAVE NEWHOUSE
The name Pete Newell is synonymous with the basketball success
achieved at the University of California within the past six years.
The name Pete Newell Jr. will
be read widely during the next
three years at San Jose State. For
turther proof, ask his coach; or,
better yet, watch him yourself.
Standing 6-3, the rangy 170pound guard has been a mainstay
so far this season for the Spartan
Freshmen team. He has averaged
close to 11 points in six games and
has eased into the role of team
leader.
S.IS fresh cotwh Danny Glines
feels Newell should develop into
a top-flight backcourt:man at San
Jose.
"Pete’s a fine shooter and a quick
learner," admits Glines. "As our
team playmaker. he fills the bill
admirably.
"The coaching staff feels he’ll
; be a strong asset to future Spartan
, teams."
Pete Newell Sr. introduced pressure defense to the American basketball scene, when his 1959 California five upset West Virginia for
t h NCAA crown. The Bears came
within 40 minutes of winning again
the following season. They were
Ielled by Jerry Lucas and fast rising Ohio State.
NE-well’s accent on defena
ehopped the opposition’s scoring
total while opening up new scoring opportunities for the offense.
The idetitieal syst e ni is employed here at San Jose State
under coach Stu Inman.
Moving to guard for the first
time last year, Pete Jr. earned All City and third-team Northern California honors for San Francisco’s
St. Ignatius High.
St. Ignatius was also defense minded, so the move to San Joni State was a logical one for Pete
He chose SJS after eyeing Ir.’ h
St. Mary’s and Santa Clara. (
(ramie. where his father is now in
his third year as athletic director.
never entered into the picture.
"I selected San Jose for several
reasons, but mainly because it
meets my future needs of becoming a teacher and a coach.
"I felt it wouldn’t have been

right to go to Cal, with nw father needs working on and feels he ..!,1.1
learn the working mechan.
being there." stressed Pete.
Improved scoring from the out- San Jose’s system better
side and a velvet-like jump shot
_
explains why Newell is averaLin.:
rho,
far
better than 50 per cent so
REED’S SKIS
season. His scoring has been imCOMPLETE
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pressive in several scrimmages with
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Players Injured
SAN
N. Puerto Rico (UPI,
-Philadelphia Phillies pitcher Dennis Bennett, 23, Yreka, was injured Monday night in an automobile accident in which the driver, a
local sportsman. was killer!.
Another Phil lies pi t cher1 Tm e I
Gibson. and Phillies ’,aril Al Weimar were also in iiired

t
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Ineligible Players Plague
Cagers
Six Basketball Contests

ineindbp. players mice aim’s, W.F.-Bail! gariats Monday night
intramural sports teams, were had due to forfeits. In une
;didtix of eight independent league ease, both teams hail illegal players and a double foiled resulted.
The only two games not forfeited
were Ouse battles. The Cal-Hawaihuts nipped the Grid Trotters, 5146. Howard Kitagawa and Dave
SECRETARIAL
Bonillas tied for high scoring bon I ors with 15 apiece. Run Demoner
COLLEGE

GRACE BALL
San Francisco by
the Golden Gate

BUY
Fully Guaranteed

Egecutive Secretarial Course
tor college and university Women

RECAPS

NEXT ENROLLMENT DATE
FEBRUARY 4, 1963
Send for Coiled’ Catalog
525 Sutter St., corner Powell
San Francisco 2
EX 2-5232

$748

Blackwell

Exchange
DISCOUNT LUBRITORIUM
tdit & KEYS

CI 5-6257

Study Break Snack
That’s a cool, frosty soda from Crystal
Creamery Coffee Shop. Come in and
enjoy one during your next study break.

Crystal Creamery
COFFEE SHOP
7th and Santo Clara
4.

SO YOU WANT TO FLY!
a

You can make like

bird

and flap your arms .

of the Trotters hit five field goals
and one free throw lint 11 points.
In the other game not defaulted,
Washhuin (gipped the Yang Yangs,
45-38. The Yang Yangs led, 22-20,
at halftime but fell behind when
Washburn scored nine more points
in the second period.
In all of the six forfeits, the
games were played. In one case,
not enough players showed up, but
in the remainder, players were not
tat the rosters. The Hot Dogs took
,a victory trum the Trojans, 2-0.
And only two mess aided their
thams in a double forfeit. Charlie
Illarraway scored 17 points as his
Moulder No. 4 team went down
!t, defeat, 52-31, to the Royals.
1...11 though he scored that many
iaiints, he did not aid his team,
, since he was declared ineligible.
The Royals used an illegal player
to cause the double forfeit.
The Thames last to Moulder Hall
, No. 2, 47-28. but they would have
suffered a defeat anyway since
they used an ineligible man who
scored 10 points.
Kappa Pi trounced Sigma Nu
No. 2 team, 33-17, but Kappa Pi
lost as a result of a man not on its
roster.
The Sputs nipped their way to a
34-29 win over the "I" House even
, though the latter used an ineligible
man. Jim McWilliam hit for 14
points for the Sputa
The Army ROTC No. 2 squad
triumphed over Phi Sigma Kappa
No. 3 crew with both a forfeit win
arnl a regulation tilt win. John
Boogaert dunked 25 points to lead
the Army ROTC five.

Wednesday, Tim. 9, 1969

Play Two Opponents

San Jose State’s eager); face two
WCAC opponents over the weekend when they face St. Mary’s
Friday night in Oakland and then
meet Loyola Saturday night in the
Sun Jose Civic Auditut ’um.
The Spartans are currently in
second place in the league with a
1-0 record. Santa Clara and UST,’
are tied for first place with identical 24) records. The Broncos won
their second game of league slate
Monday night by downing Loyola
66-56. The ’sins chalked up their
second win with a 71-60 verdict
over Peppentine.
The lows was the sessind f the
voting slate for the Wu N es. PepPcrdille was a leading earullshrte
in pre-season rating to take the
WII’At championship. Iiiissesir,
the 11,ases have ionspiled a disappointing 3-9 mark.
The game against St. Mary’s
will mark the second meeting of
the two clubs. The Spartans defeated the Gaels 55-51 in the
WCAC tournament championship
game. St. Mary’s opened its WCAC
season last night against UOP.
The Gaels and the Spartans,
along with Santa Clara and USF
look like the teams that will battle
for the league championship. Even
though Pepperdine has dropped
two games, coach Stu Inman of
the Spartans said that the Waves
could come back "by winning the
same games up North. The wins
were big ones for Santa Clara and
USF."
Inman [eels that the league Is
so well balanced that a team
could lose three games and still
ant the championship.
Bob Warlick of the Waves leads
the league in scoring averave with
17.5 per game. He scoxod If-, points

in the opener with Santa Clara
and then was held to eight by the
buns.
Gene Shields of the Broncos is
second with an average ol 16
points per game. Eddie Sims of the
Spartans and Lee Tinsley of Pepperdine are tied tor third with an ;
average of 15 a game.

or

Grid Deaths Down
During 1962 Season

you can call

IMPERIAL
TRAVEL SERVICE
for reservations on
all major airlines.

777 N. 1st St. Swenson Bldg.
Phone 298-6268

17

41141-.-1

Bloom’s Great January

SHOE SALE
What savings Bloom’s has for you! Thousands of
our superbly designed shoes from our regular
have been drastically reduced. Come see
tt array of heel:, flats, resat. in trial
a,t.1 colors.

Musketeers
Miss B

Capezio
Fredelles

Smart IL,t, and casuals in supple 1
patents, popular calfskins. Select from a w:
range of colors and stye .

LOS ANGELES I UPI
I(.0, ball fatalities decreased nearly 30
per cent during 1962 and could be
reduced even more, Dr. Floyd R.
Eastwood said today in his annual
report to the American Football
Coaches Association.
Dr. Eastwood, chairman of the
Football Fatalities Committee, said
football deaths had dropped from
37 in 1961 to 26 in 1962, a decrease
of 29.7 per cent.
The report noted that 7 of 19
deaths attributed directly to participation in football came by midSeptember.
"Our whole problem of pre-season training Ls tremendous," Dr.
Eastwood reported.
Dr. Eit.stworxrs report stated
that some of the main causes of
deaths during the past season were
gang-play, vicious head tackling
and face-blockIng. He recommended de-emphasis on that type ot
play and said if it weie more
closely regulated it would bring
about a corresponding decrease in
football fatalities in the future.
Dr. .Eastwood also stressed
more and better supervision, pointing out that 23 per cent of the
football deaths during the 31 years
that they have been checked have

V

V

klrk

lied if the tram has a Z-1 or 3-0
record at the break. The differ ems- will probably he the St.
Mars’s game, but the Spartans
can’t milord to 1PorrItrok the
young Lions. of 140014.
The Lions have a club that it.
get better with each game,
said. They have two fine shoot, The Spartans’ la, games be- In junior Detroit Flanagan
fore the tyreak are big OM,. In- . senior Ftrian Quinn.
man said that lie will he
In looking back at the 1.1 d

3

99

to

libe
FOR COLLEGE GIRLS

YOUNG ADULT.? ACCOUNTS INVITEDI
A Complete Llaa al Platioaally Advartisad Preduds

Engagement Rings
Wedding Rings
Watches
Birthstone Rings
Costume Jewelry
I. D. Bracelets

Learn to be an officer in the
Marine Corps Reserve
. . . serve in this country.
Hawaii, or Europe. EnroLl
in the Women Officers
Training Class

Phonographs
HI-Fi Sets
Radios
Electrical Appliances
Dinnerware
Silverware
Watch and Jewelry
Repairs
Tape Recorders

Clocks

Cameras
Binoculars
Electric Shavers

Travel
Assignments
Interesting
Excellent Pay
Planned Promotions
Training at historic
Quentico, Virginia

FREE
PARKING
We
validate
all
downtown
lot
tickets

For more information
write or call

MARINE CORPS OFFICER
SELECTION OFFICER
Room 33
Federal Office Buildini

65 So.
First St.
downtown
CY 2-4910
open until
9:00 p.m.
Mondays. Thursdays,
Fridays

28 Volley Fair
CH 8-3040
open until 9-30 p.m.
Mondays, Thi.,,days, Fridays

San Francisco 2, Calif.
UN derhill 1-6264
U. S. MARINE

CORES’.

ATVI)

r

BIG BEN ROOT BEER
460

E.

William

Highest Quality at

Values to 14.95
now

game, Inman sail it was c ose b.
cause the Tigers were up loi !tie
game. They have the iL11,fil cot
had lost Mime games in vie
[lament.

No Money Down A Year To Pay

leon found to occur in tinsufxrvised sandlot play.
Among his recommendations
were: Complete physical examinations by a team physician both
before and during the season; regulation of high school competition
by an age-height -weight system
between competing schools and
teams; and a spring practice period for all learns of at least 10 to
20 days.
f

SPARTAN DATT.T-5

--

Low, Low Prices

999

15c or 7 for $1.00
BENNY DELUXE 25c or 7 for $1.49
BENNY BURGERS

san jose’s oldest and finest
public golf course

OFFERS SAN JOSE STATE
STUDENTS & FACULTY

DeLiso Deb
’ Andrew Geller

Barefoot Originals
Fiancees
Debs

Terrific savings on high fashion footwear. Select
from suiedes, calfskins, patents, lizards. In pump:,
’ling or -trap SNIP’. I-C ’r "e’t-i kers’.

Values to 29.95
now

799

to

1 999

Handbags, many styles and fabrics,
up to 50% off
Student Charge Accotintr, Ins iterl

yr

/MOW

DEFECTIVE

00.0.1110.0.11

GREEN FEE
’1.00
18 holes

Monday Are Friday, all day
lescluding holidays)

PAR 72
Grass Greens
& Fairways

No

Change

in Size or Quality

DELICIOUS FRENCH FRIES

. 15c

GENUINE MILK SHAKES

25c

(Notice Milk)
6 flavors
plus

Club House
Locker Rooms
Putting Greens

10th Tee Snack Bar

HILLVIEW
Golf Course
(Member Spartan Foundation)
Tully Rd. East San Jose
CL 1-4120

Pleasant

atmosphere and a

heated dining room . . .
Stop in and see us
\mitt

01

soon!

V( \06i\.

A

11111Plw

IWRA Plans Award Banquet, ’Humanities Club 50 Spa .rtacam.p.Counselors
Installation Tomorrow Night To Hear Speaker To Begin Training Sessions

6--SPART\N DAILY
\1,111t.sday. Jan. 9. 196

THRIFTY
STUDENTS

The Women’s Recreation Asso!,.ttion will hold its annual awards
,11.1 installation banquet Cornea-row at 6:30 p.m. in cafeteria rooms
A and B.

Cut Your Gasoline Costs
By Buying a Major Brand
Gasoline at Discount Prices

PURITAN 01 CO.

Tickets for the banquet will be
on sale until 2:30 p.m. today in
the Women’s Gym. Cost is $2.
Entertainment for the evening
ss :II he a fashion show.

Just a Few Blocks from Campus

4th & William 6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor

TYPEWRITER

RENTALS
Specie/ Student

Rates
came in today!

latest models
fully guaranteed
no deposit

History Exam
Is Tomorrow

-

Free delivery
Free parking
Free exchange
CY 3-5283

124 E. San Fernando

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.
9or thew kho care adout their duture...
A portfolio

which includes:

PERSONAL COUNSELING: A list of your strong traits
anri non to direct them.
STUDY HABIT COUNSELING: A list of the traits CaUSmg your study problems and how to control them.
VOCATIONAL COUNSELING: Vocations - tailored to
yu.fr natural inclinations - which provide you with
thP greatest amount of purpose, happiness, and success in Ate.
Fee: $15.

CAREER PLANNING
FOR YOUNG ADULTS

Phone: 297.3313
777 No. lst St.
If no answer phone 269-5492

"Bring u.s your problems. Solving them is our specialty.’"

The final meeting of the semesFifty newly appointed SpartaOfficers to be installed during ter for the Humanities Club will
the evening are: Linda Long. presi- be held tonight at 7:30 in room B camp counselors will begin a series
dent; Karen Islarmie. vice presi- of the cafeteria. Dr. Robert Gor- of six training sessions during
Orientation Week in February, acdent; Sue Wallis, corresponding
secretary; Jan Nelson, treasurer don. associate professor of English, cording to John Olsen, Spartaand Millicent Stream, publicity will speak on an unannounced camp Director.
chairman.
Recently chosen counselors are:
subject
Anne Davis, Pat Hearrtey. Val
Managers installed for the comElection of officers for the spring
Lowen, Penny Patch, Phoebe Moing semester will be: Dorothy
Myer, badminton: Holly Bernard, and fall semesters will also be on raes, Kari Met heny, Karen Canbasketball; Pat Lane, hockey; the agenda. Offices open are presi- hape. Jan Constantino. Pat Butler,
Carol Berens-Isom softball; Sue De- dent, vice president, secretary, Penny Furtney, Claire Haydon,
Jan O’Gara, Gail Cotton, Kathy
Vries and Chris Johnson, swimtreasurer and publicity chairman. Lynes, Vicky Dingman. Harlene
ming; Carol Sue Burns, tumbling
Anyone interested in running for
and Pat Bently, volleyball.
an office or in finding out more
information about the club is welcome to attend, according to Janice
Winsor, president.
Interviews for persons interested
in doing income tax accounting
work will be held tomorrow at the
Placement Office, Adm234.
The Professional Income Tax
An opportunity to waive the
Service will have a representative
American History general educaStudents may pre-register for on campus to speak to students
tion requirement will be offered the spring semester in three de- who are at least 21 years of age
through a challenge examination partments this month, science, and who have had previous accounting experience. For further
which will be given tomorrow at music and elementary education.
Science, science professional and information contact the Placement
3:30 p.m. in CH227.
science education majors will pre- Office.
--- The History Department invites register tomorrow and Friday in
all students interested in the chal- S242. Graduates and seniors may
register tomorrow morning; junlenge exam to contact the departiors, tomorrow afternoon: sophoment’s secretary in CH223 during mores Friday morning and freshThe Rev. Douglas Fox, pastor
the hours 842 p.m. and 1-5 p.m. men Friday afternoon.
The Music Department offers and educator from Australia, will
prior to the test.
pre-reg for all music classes ex- speak on "Religious Education and
cept applied music courses. Stu- John Dewey." at the United Camdents may sign up Monday and pus Christian Fellowship (UCCF1
PART TIME
Tuesday from 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. tonight at 7:30. The UCCIe Center
8
up.
hour
earnings
Ave.
$3 per
Service local established Fuller Brush in M109.
is at loth and San Carlos Streets.
Elementary education m aj o rs
rte. Wkly guarantee available. No inThe Rev. Fox will discuss the
vest or experience. Car & Ref. a must should see their advisers for registration consultation before finals Implication of Dewey’s idea for
Mr Wilkinson
241-4189
Christian education.
begin.

Lot of Beef
It take, about 1,000
pi,iusti:,
;stot7erthuoilPisuet o3(3ir cPIulbInds’teaik
Tonclitthe
butcher’s counter.

Heller. Julie Wilson. Peggy Kimball, Mary Jo Abascal, Mary
Blomquist, Mary Lou Nelson.
Others are Judy Harris, Pattie
McCoy, Ellen Norris, Sue Oliver.
Steve Larson, George Barnes, Jim
Sparilng, Lance Walden, Chris
Honore, Warren Allan, Tom Volz,
William Holley. Bob Garrett, John
McDonald, Ren Wicks, Fred Gruber, Kaye Donald Tregillis, Wayne
Rush. Peter Wolfe, Paul Lansingh,
Bill Erdman, Bruce Macpherson,
Ed Button, Philip McCowen, David Kessler, Ron McNichols, Reed
Jones. Dick Roby and Duane
Kitne.
The Spartacamp Committee consists of eight members, chaired
by Olsen. They are: Gene Archer,
Chris Farovv, Bob Genet, Rich
Hart-Is, Mike Hooper. Lana Lawson, Al Malyon, and John Seligman.
Spartacamp will be held at
Asilomar, on the Monterey Peninsula, March 16-17. Camper signups will be taken at the College
Union from Feb. 18-22.

Tax Accountants!
Jobs Available

Pre -Reg Begins
In 3 Departments

Big Auts
lusarance Savings Ammon:se
Women end nurried men ever
21: i7O less ill dividend. or line
el SeS (based on current 17 ere
cent dividend). Single men under
2S: 5252 less $43 dividend. or Sint
erf 1201.
$10/20,000 llocalv Inlury liability: lam
property Darner,. nd 1500 Med,sel
Payments. Ofhar covrages at sem
parable sevInos. Payments Cu’ b,
made once, Aric or four rinses 4
veer. Cell or write for full Infer:
elation to 0.0,5. M. Campbell,
SI4 14ple avenue, Sunny:rata
REgnt 1.1741 (day C site).

Site us for all your bakery needs,
Wedding cokes, party pastries,
birthday cakes and pies.
Son Jose’s finest independest
bakery

2 blocks from campus

CY 2-41180

Australian Pastor
Speaks Tonight

-0-

Spartaguide

TODAY:
4’0-Hee, dancing and activities,
Women’s Gym, 7:30 p.m.
Panhellenic, meeting. Market
Street Hofbrau, 5:30 p.m.
Student Peace Catena booth display of draft stoppage program,
Spartan Bookstore, 10:30 a.m.
Society for the Advancement of
Management, meeting, Garden
City Hofbrau, 6:30 p.m.
Community Service Committers,
meeting, L201, 3:30 p.m.
Flying 20s, meeting, E132, 7:30
Pm.
Humanities, meeting, cafeteria
room B, 7:30 p.m.
Le Circle Framsds, meeting,
cafeteria room A. 3:30 p.m.
Spartan Clot. meeting, TII13, 7
P-m

"You deal
directly
wifh the owner
when you sell
your books at
ROBERT’S."

-0-

TOMORROW:
Arnold Air Society, pledge dinner, Original Joe’s restaurant,
7:30 p.m.
Alpha Gamma, meeting. A110.
4:30 p.m.
California Parka and Recreation
Society, meeting. C11150. 7 P.m.
Student Peace Union, meeting,
CH167, 3:30 p.m.
Club,
Occupational The
meeting, HB301, 7 p.m.
Cite ulo Castellano, meeting,
p rn
CH358,

Al:

ROBERT’S
BOOK CO.
On 4th St. across from the Library

CLASSIFIEDS

get Lots More from EM
more body
in the blend
more flavor
in the smoke
7

more taste

through the filter

1

Kan
FILTERS

filter

is

u110177 a wren TOBACCO CO.

fli eonle Unfiltered eigareites. \ nil I .1{ \ Fs

the modern filter - all iv/Wt., tivide DWI (1111 ink

-ro nnis purr.

.

%ditto

touches ynur lir. I.& Nis the .filter rtgorette for people u ho rralls lae to AninAe.

I

55 Ford

cond. 5325.

COM,..

Apt.

Contr.

Flynn.

Siinsef

Call

840.

3

Byron, 217-8, CY

Men’s Bike: Good condition. CY 3.2143
2 Appr. Hous. Contrs. 7-H r

Must Sell

2

’

--ar bor songs.
6 mos. old. 840.

Bed Saida "-omf.-..
g. $1

bd, hse. rontr. Merri
7, 7654.

r

male r-

share

rl for hi k,
’HELP WANTED_
- _
Exchange baby sitting

After 1,, ,17. 3:54.

P6e.no 297.7509.
50

I

-

apf.,coent7rso.,f44or.men. Spring sar-

2 A ppr,

Appr

Scooter.
rIT

IsAris.

Hasher

needed, ono-,

Night Club work
udent
M_,,,,St.
Male

1
. SERVICES

-- -

silk
"Expert typing Service" - day or
Call CL 8.4335 or CL 1.1824.
PS 2
Auto insurence for students.
2420. Chet Bailey Ins. 3A5 S. Monroe
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RENTALS

Career planning
Television rentals, Spe-ial student rates, vorA
297
ne ES 7-2935 after 5 p.m.
Room and board, seven days a week ;Typing
, I 295.9014.
_
2..i4 301’
I Apt. I or 2 males. Quiet and clean. 666 Fob Style 4 .
1So. 5th, CY 4 3964.
TRANSPORTATION
r

IGirls: Spring renhal, lit. pr.
homey. 3/7 S. 17,6 St 293

Clean.
"ft. 6. Need ride I._
MISCELLANEOUS

snd

WANT A CHANGE?
apt, I,r mon Furri. I or 2 bndrrns
a mm, per man. 741 S. 6th. 292.1846. Will do typing in rev 0 -a. Pitons 2,
2 Men Students In :here apt. with I nth, 1313.
r : r
$40 cc. 297.9461 efts, b. RESUMES.J011 PROGRAMS, h
5,4
1,1
men,
_
App.
W.
House
Contr.
20’4,
’,If
Cell
WANTIO
Housing cash/act -Villa Frencaise. $150
r, 7ot oclo
LOST AND FOUND
or offer, mad sell. CY 7.9733.
Oriente’ students I , rart-time or full.
’
Contr.
Hall.
Mous.
.
Call
.
Bobb
Contort
Di,ICS
Lost.
Contract for spring semester. Florence W
r 67’
Hell. contact Janet. CY 7.9876.
-era nrd ihm co. needs
House Contr. I/2 block from school, Large eastern
CLASSIFIED RATES:
Apt. half blk. from 5.15. Appr. Women, Bd.
represew, .,
distribute "free Ko$375. Jeanne 297.9918.
Spr. - $210 CY 3.6675.
film
He a line first insertioninsp.,fon,
dek
per eve. Write P.O.
20# a line succeeding
’Si V.II 4-Dr. KT. R. & St. A.T
373 ,1e phone.
Harmony Electric guitar. $60. Fender Plym.,
2 line minimum
Amplifier $15. Call Robert, 245-3745 fop cond. Make offer. AN 9-0719.
Babysitter: 2-6 duly. Call after 4 p.m
--after 5 p.m.
r
Cal
Apt. contr. Reduced amount.
e 7 5670
TO PLACE AN AD:
Offi 7.7192 fe,r Information.
Portable electric Singer mar hina and
Call at %pixel Affairs
Lim Girls for Roommates: 11,,,pr,
MI
Poore 14 Tow. Hall.
’swing -abinnt $45 CF) Call between ’47 Pontiee
0,ng enn, 4..fl 5 111th, No 1/ -n Ill
.1
10.4
,
1-1.n4y
;ir end nine p.m , 294.4748.
best offer 154 97X/ of.o. 4
V,LA
eifh check er 1401444X
Orders
Pants.
Ski
Aprovr4
Men’s Bogner
One girl to share 7 rr,,,m A kitli ,1,1
Spring: Lame room arobesth,
No Phone
used $40. tO / ’1961.
, 14/.50. 60 S. ’eh. No. 5,
$1/0 Mary Wnrren, CY 4.4622.
1

1

.11 00111,CCA

1104 the rich -flavor leaf that does it’..mrsiig I.14NI’s choice tobareos there.- more
longer-aged, extra -cured leaf

Lambretta

1955

Vol. 1

Huc
Lou

Spattatta
FOR SALE
Contract: Spring semester. CWC. Juo,
7a:bow. CY 4 4572
App. house contract. Colonial Hall. CY
For Sale: 2 -- nor
3-9908. Peggy Bine.
, Lou k:
So, sem. $2:. ri
App. housing contract Spring Seer. Make 151 S. 11.1., Sr. C. ;
offer. Miss Fein. 293.9589.
App. Apt. contract, .;
sem.
App. Id. House Contract Sp. sem.4128.
Sandi. CY 3.9692.
r
App. apt. contract, sp
19 Morgan 4/4. Best offer over $500. 470 S. 1 uh.
294-2312 a
Call CY 8.5874, Dirk.
Girls: $250 app. apt. confract i-.
Contract available. Top boarding house. Spring seer. New bldg. open Inr
2 baths rec room, pool. 470 S
Co Lorna, 297.9757.
I 1th 295-5855.
Contract for Spring, Cath. Women’s Two contracts tor spring sere. at Wee
Center. Contact Lynn Anderson, Rm. Torra.:e 177 S. 12th St. Cordect Nenct
304, CY 4.4627.
Susan. or Mrs. Grande a. 295.9619.
Living in Jo Me, Appr. Apt, is the ’61 Garelli scootor, good cond. $100
closest thing to heaven. Must sell cont. Mark. CY 7-9271.
-em atheist. 297.3901.
13..
App. apt. contract,
Coretreet. Must quit school! Marimur Offer, Bonnie, CY 4.04v)
Hell Anne.. 4 short block from school.
Great food and living conditions. Con- ’62 BSA, 350 cc. I
tact CY 3.9650.
14 14
Will ser-of-e. Ger,’57 MGA. $900. Wire wh!.... r Ind Call
T1.3. Needs work. o. -erns. 6 p.m. - Mrs. Alernrd. phone AN con
,y,1r &
P - 2,
1
9 076.
rr
Contract:
Appr. Apt. Cord. For Sale. Very nice, Phone
J -.60s Cr’
4622. 1150.
427 So. 5th St. Apt 2. Cell 297.3806.
Ed. House contract, sr, -1 snm. Coed
App. Apt. Contract for sale. disount. lelneor Cn Sandy C
CY 5.9675.
Cat If etkeii,e. 298.3936.
Padio &
Sprite, 1960. Blank. P.
App. housing contract Spr. Stem. foci, heater "r Bob ES
food end li,ng r.onditiors. 525 S. 9th.
App’. bd. house contr., dirt. Cora!
Cr’ 5-9972. J. J. Pieter.
9965, Arne Logen.
- - Woman’s approved housing contra,t
available. Marian Hell. Spring 1963. Call Luxurious men’s ppr ept rent,. Pool
Fif Por.ietts. 793.9661.
--
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The Society for the Advancement of Management will elect
officers: for spring at their last
imseting of the semester tonight
at 6:30 in the Garden City Hof- i
brat!.
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